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ABSTRACT

Objective of research are to find out the effect environmental learning strategy and comprehension about physic of water body. Experimental factorial by two levels was conducted to 80 students which collected with cluster random sampling technique. Experimental learning strategy were accomplished two type strategies such Field Trip and Classical learning. While for simple effect using higher and lower the comprehension about physic of water body. Result of this research that are (1) there is significantly different between effect of field trip and classical learning on participation of bioregional conservation ($F = 4,53; p < 0,01$); (2) Students with higher comprehension about physic of water body, there is significantly different between effect of field trip and classical learning on participation of bioregional conservation ($F = 4,37; p < 0,01$); (3) Students with lower comprehension about physic of water body, significantly different between effect of field trip and classical learning on participation of bioregional conservation ($F = 4,37; p < 0,01$); and (4) there is interaction between environmental learning strategy and comprehension about physic of water body on participation of bioregional conservation ($F = 5,89; p < 0,01$). Conclusion, to achieve participation of bioregional conservation with applied the environmental learning strategy will be taken attempts the comprehension about physic of water body.
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INTRODUCTION

Rivers are the most important freshwater resource for people. Social, economic and political development has, in the past, been largely related to the availability and distribution of fresh waters contained in riverine systems. Physically, diverse of the river consist in size, geometry, substrat, sediment type, stage development, and climate (Nature Conservancy, 2015). The dynamic system of the rivers that continually adjust to natural and human caused changes for industry, agriculture, and domestic use. Rivers ranked highest using these criteria can be considered ‘high conservation aquatic ecosystems’ and can subsequently be targeted for more in-depth analysis and prioritisation. These aquatic habitats of high conservation value should facilitate strategic policy development aimed at conserving most valuable rivers (Stewart, Barbara, 2011). While management of erosion and flooding requires considerable effort and cost. The view of river perspective known as bioregional system, where a river as long from upper water flow to ocean affect to biodiversity.

Otherwise, some human caused for development have destructions to natural life by the political and administrative approaches. This mention leads to happens some disasters as the flood and landslide as long river flows. By looking at the flooded and landslide area, many household items which are victims and damaged. Somehow the policy in river management are separately by locals governents, therefore community have lower contributed to river conservation as part of bioregional perspective.
Involvement of community in bioregional perspective should begin from education. In formal school, environmental learning have not portion at regular curriculum. Kinds of study which learning about environment spreads into some courses in the school. In case of education learning, most teachers using teaching by conventional class by teacher center approach. While the problems of environment have happen in the surrounding areas. Aspect of the bioregion refers to Karina Barquet (2015) through a study of a transboundary protected area (TBPA) in Central America, reflected upon the process in which particular scalar constructs are produced and legitimized. Transboundary conservation is often promoted as a tool to adapt the geography of environmental problems to institutional and spatial levels of governance. In this respect, the concept of bioregion is used as an argument to respatialize governance schemes to a ‘transboundary scale’.

Mention of above caused that students comprehension of environment have not able to their competency, mainly about physic of water body such as river, lake, or swampt ecosystems. Characteristic of river as part which closer with their life should be well known as learning achievement, therefore it will be contribute to participation of bioregional conservation. The participation following Chamber (2001) that an involvement of community to improve development with initiatives, contributes, and responsibility. In case of bioregional conservation, its participation tend to maintain biodiversity in the river flow areas. Comprehension about physic of water body refer from Bloom’s cognitive taxonomy (1994) is students able to translate, interpretation, and generalisation about river characters. Environmental learning strategy is the effort of knowledge transfer by experience learning (Bruce, 2004). Theoretic of the Dale’s cone experience that distinguished into fieldtrip and classical. Based on that, the research questions are following:

1. Does have difference the environmental learning strategy between fieldtrip and classical on participation of bioregional conservation?
2. Student with lower rank of comprehension about physic of water body, does have difference the environmental learning strategy between fieldtrip and classical on participation of bioregional conservation?
3. Student with higher rank of comprehension about physic of water body, does have difference the environmental learning strategy between fieldtrip and classical on participation of bioregional conservation?
4. Does have interaction between the environmental learning strategy and comprehension about physic of water body on participation of bioregional conservation?

**METHODOLOGY**

Participation on bioregional conservation is an involvement of initiative, contribute, and responsibility to maintain, preserve, and conserve the biodiversity based on as long river flow. To measure those build instrument which consist of contingency following are:

Instrumen use rating scale with score: 5 if choose Very agree, 4 if choose Agree, 3 if choose Ragu-ragu, 2 if choose Not agree, 1 if Very not agree. Validaty of instrumen use product moment pearson (ppm) and reliability with Alpha Cronbach.

Comprehension about physic of water body is competency of translating, interpretation, and generalization about quality of water, sediment, flow, and gradient of river (table 2). To measure those test instrument that consist of following are:

Instrumen use dichotome scale with score: 1 if true, and 0 if false. Validity of instrumen use point biseral (pnb) and reliability use Kuder-Richardson (KR-20).

Research was completed use the experimental design Factorial 2x2 to students with n = 80 who is take course of environmental education, from the Physic department of State University of Jakarta in July – August 2017. Research conducted to one group with fieldtrip method and one group with classical as group control.
Experiment procedures divide into two kind syntaxs of learning. *First,* class with treatment the fieldtrip strategy. Exploration phase, student got explained the map view about water flow of Ciliwung river from upper to estuarian and recognized about biodiversity and phisic character of river. Elaboration phase, students field observation to pisces spp and physic of river in three type of ecosystem such as mountain area (Mega Mendung), Midle mountain area (Bogor), and lower area (Kalibata, Jakarta). Evaluation phase, knowledge testing about biodeversity and phisic of river. *Second,* class with conventional treatment by teacher centered approach. Teacher explained about biodiversity content with character of habitats, group discussion, end evaluation with the same testing with the fieldtrip’s group.

Data analysis used frequency distribution, test of normality and homogenity, and Anova two way with F testing in statistical inferensial to hypothetical testing. Experimental design as following:

Fig.1. Experiment factorial design 2 x 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Environmental Learning Strategy (A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fieldtrip (A1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension of about</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>physic of water body (B)</td>
<td>Higher (B1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A1B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower (B2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A1B2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

Based on experiment applied and data collection, there are two type instrumens, such as the rank level of comprehension of water body physic and score of participation of bioregional conservation. First analyse, effect between fieldtrip and classical learning strategy on participation. Based on data collections it could be describe following hypotesis are (1) the effect of the learning strategy between fieldtrip and classical on participation of biodiversity conservation. Based on ANOVA, there are significan different ($F = 4.53; p < 0.05$). Hypotesis rejected Ho, there are different of the learning strategy fieldtrip different with classical on the participation of bioregional conservation. It’s mean that the fieldtrip strategy have influence with classical learning strategy to achieve participation of biodiversity conservation.

When students visit to the field for the first time in case of learning, it can be overwhelming, so much to see and do. Those case same experience in learning of museum by Jennifer Tuff (2011) better than learning in the classroom. Successfully of fieldtrip academic determined in designed of the education program by teacher with learning sources remarkable (Bozdogan, 2012).

Second analyse (2) The effect of the learning strategy between fieldtrip and classical participation of bioregional conservation, in students who have higher the comprehension of body water physic. Based on ANOVA there are different ($F = 4.37; p < 0.05$), Hypotesis could be rejected Ho, there are different of the fieldtrip learning strategy in the students who have higher the comprehension of water body physic. There are also found the same fact of third analyse that (3) The effect of the learning strategy between fieldtrip and classical on the participation of bioregional conservation, in the students who have lower the comprehension of water body physic. Based on ANOVA there are different ($F = 4.37; p < 0.05$), Hypotesis could be rejected Ho. This mention showed, that the comprehension have effect on the participation of bioregional conservation.

Fourth analyse (4) There are Interaction between the learning strategy and comprehension water body physic on the participation of bioregional conservation. Based on ANOVA, that significant different ($F = 5.89; p < 0.05$), Hypotesis could be
rejected Ho, there are interaction between the learning strategy with comprehension of water body physic on the participation of bioregional conservation (Table 3).

Table 3. Anova

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Varians</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sum of Square</th>
<th>Sum of Square Mean</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sum of Square</td>
<td>Sum of Square Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Among Group</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1238.74</td>
<td>412.91</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Group</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>5850.45</td>
<td>76.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Strategy (A)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>201.61</td>
<td>201.61</td>
<td>4.53*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension of water body (B)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>78.01</td>
<td>78.01</td>
<td>4.37*</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A X B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>959.11</td>
<td>959.11</td>
<td>5.89*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>7089.19</td>
<td>89.74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*) significant

CONCLUSION
Based on findings above, that to achievement on the participation of bioregional conservation, applied environmental learning strategy should be taken considering the comprehension about physic of water body. Fieldtrip strategy could be effective applied to student who have higher the comprehension about physic of water body, and classical strategy could be effective applied to student who have lower the comprehension about physic of water body.
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